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WANSBECK Console Table  £585
WANSBECK Square Coffee Table from £510
WANSBECK TV Stand from £625
OAK MANTEL 4x8 Beam from £41
Accessories featured are available in our collection
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FUNKY CHUNKY FURNITURE

Furniture for life, real life.
We specialise in handcrafted solid wood furniture and shelves. Each 

piece is carefully designed and made-to-order in our workshop in the 

North East of England.

It’s British-made furniture that’s designed with real life in mind. Beautifully 

crafted pieces that are made to withstand everyday life at the heart of 

your home.

Furniture that feels part of your home from the moment you unwrap it.

Our World. Our Future.  
The beautiful timbers we use for our shelves, mantels and furniture 

have been independently certified to the FSC® Standards (FSC-C177532).

Globally recognised as the highest standard of responsible forestry, FSC 

certification is a real achievement and demonstrates our commitment  

to sustainability.

The sawdust we create is recycled, much of it being used by local stables. 

Most of our packaging is made from recycled materials and is itself 

recyclable. We’re continuing to reduce the amount of packaging we use, 

researching effective alternatives. 

We seek out like-minded producers, sourcing an ethical range of home 

accessories that we’re proud to showcase alongside our furniture. 

We Guarantee It. 
The finest craftsmanship and materials go into every piece of furniture 

that’s made in our workshop.

We’re so confident that our furniture will be part of your home for years to 

come that each piece comes with a 25-Year Guarantee.



SANDYFORD Coffee Table                    £275
SANDYFORD Console Table                 £350
SANDYFORD TV Stand                          £525
Accessories featured are available in our collection
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NEW SANDYFORD DINING & LIVING ROOM FURNITURE 
 

If your style is modern, and you love Scandinavian-inspired design,  

this is the furniture for you. 

Our Sandyford Collection is furniture that fits effortlessly into your 

home, introducing a touch of class to any room.  

This season we’re introducing Sandyford dining and living room 

furniture, a collection of pieces which are elegant, understated and 

chic, with Scandinavian design influences. 

Each piece is hand-sanded to a smooth, contemporary finish.  

Available in your choice of one of our five hand-waxed finishes. 



SANDYFORD Dining Bench                                  £285
SANDYFORD Dining Table                                      £580
SANDYFORD Dining Table & Benches Set £1060
Accessories featured are available in our collection
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TREND NATURAL EXPLORATION

Time spent exploring in nature helps us to be inspired, grounded, and calm.  Imagine how you feel on an Autumnal 
walk through the woods as the leaves are starting to fall, or a crisp wintry stroll with the frosted ground crunching 
underfoot. Capture the essence of Natural Exploration by adding soothing greens and timeless blues to  

your home, in natural textiles and materials that feel outdoorsy and rugged. 

ACCESSORIES
FIRST ROW: WHITE STONEWARE PLATE £31 | DEEP BLUE VASE £46 | NEUTRAL STRIPED CUSHION £46 | SEAGRASS LARGE ROUND TRAY £28
SECOND ROW: SMALL GREEN TEXTURED ROUND VASE £8 | WIDE BASE GLASS VASE £15 | TARTAN WOOL BLANKET £65 | GREEN BOTTLE VASE £10
THIRD ROW: BLUE HERRINGBONE MOHAIR THROW £44 | SHORT GREY TAPER CANDLE HOLDERS (PAIR) £10 | WHITE WIRE BASKETS FROM £26 | MATTE WHITE RIBBED VASE £12
FOURTH ROW: STONEWARE MUGS (PAIR) £25 | WOODEN TABLE LAMP AND LINEN SHADE £45 | WHITE AND GOLD CANDLE £22 | WHITE WOODEN CUTLERY BOX £24



WYLAM Dining Bench                             £375
WYLAM Dining Table                               £560
WYLAM Dining Table & Benches Set  £1100
Accessories featured are available in our collection
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NEW WYLAM DINING

If you’re looking to recreate a rustic style in your dining space, but with a 

refined charm, the new Wylam dining collection is for you. 

It’s named after Wylam, a leafy riverside village in the Tyne valley, a 

picturesque rural setting with historic stone cottages, narrow lanes lined 

with hedgerow, full of rustic charm, yet only a stone’s throw from the vibrant 

city of Newcastle upon Tyne. 

Each piece in the Wylam collection has been designed to reflect just that, a 

rustic, countryside quality with a modern, contemporary finish. 

At 185cm long the Wylam Dining Table is a charming centrepiece for your 

dining space. Choose to pair it with the Wylam Dining Benches, that slide 

effortlessly underneath when not in use, creating more space in your room.   

 



HALLWAYS

Hallways are difficult spaces to get right. They need to be inviting and homely, but also clutter free with plenty of storage. 

Console tables and benches are great hallway furniture – a place to style and add personality, as well as a handy spot for 

handbags, keys, gloves and more as you come through the door.  

ARMSTRONG Low Console Table £420

CHOPWELL Console Table £265

THORNLEY Hallway Bench £285 WANSBECK Console Table £585

NEW!

NEW!
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TREND  SCANDI FARMHOUSE

Step away from the hustle and bustle of urban life and escape to the country with the Scandi Farmhouse trend. 

Avoid the cliché of overtly rustic and be more refined. Make your home feel airy and refreshing, rather than overly 

cosy and layered. Introduce neutral accessories, authentic materials, and darker accent colours. 

ACCESSORIES
FIRST ROW: BROWN RECYCLED GLASS VASE £16 | COFFEE SCOOP CLIP £12 | CREAM WOOL MIX CUSHION £23 | NATURAL STRIPE TABLE RUNNER £20
SECOND ROW: OIL & VINEGAR SET WITH TRAY £20 | CREAM SUEDE GAUNTLET GLOVES £20 | WOODEN NAPKIN RINGS (SET OF 4) £10 | GREY STRIPED COTTON PLACEMATS (SET OF 4) £22
THIRD ROW: SPICE JARS WITH SPOONS (SET OF 3) £30 | GLASS SALT & PEPPER SET WITH TRAY £14 | SEAGRASS CUTLERY CADDY £15 | NEUTRAL WOOL THROW £75
FOURTH ROW: WHITE STAR TEALIGHT HOLDERS (PAIR) £12 | EARTHENWARE VASE £38 | NATURAL STRIPE NAPKINS (SET OF 4)  £13 | VINTAGE STYLE LEMON JUICER £15



NEW SANDHAVEN BEDROOM

Our new Sandhaven collection of bedroom furniture is perfect if your style is simple and sophisticated, and you’re looking 

for low level furniture for your modern-style bedroom. The Sandhaven bed and bedside tables have a subtle angular design 

and are hand-sanded to a smooth finish. Available in your choice of one of our hand-waxed finishes.

SANDHAVEN Bed Frame       from  £670 
SANDHAVEN Bedside Table         £355
Accessories featured are available in our collection
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TREND QUIET LUXURY

Forget glitz and glam, quiet luxury is refined and understated. It’s about designing a space that is timeless 

and sophisticated, not opulent. Create rooms that feel classic and ageless, filled with warmth and calmness. 

Choose to layer throws and soft furnishings, add mood lighting and subtle detailing. 

ACCESSORIES
FIRST ROW: CEMENT DOORSTOP £30 | BLACK METAL STORAGE BASKET £16 | SMOKE GLASS CHAMPAGNE FLUTES (SET OF 4) £35 | MATTE BLACK MODERN VASE £12
SECOND ROW: NEUTRAL WAFFLE CUSHION £35 | GLASS BOTTLE WITH STOPPER FROM £28 | CREAM POM POM THROW £55 | SUPER SOFT GREY FAUX FUR CUSHION £28
THIRD ROW: GRANITE DOOR STOP £16 | VEGAN LEATHER AND FABRIC CUSHION £23 | WHITE MARBLE COASTERS (SET OF 4) £12 | NEUTRAL WOOL THROW £75
FOURTH ROW: GREY POM POM THROW £55 | VELVET CUSHIONS £23 | GREY FABRIC POUFFE £95 | SMALL GREY CERAMIC LAMP AND SHADE £18



NEW STEPNEY BEDROOM

We designed our Stepney bed with loft-style living in mind. It’s a low-level bed 

with a subtle profile and minimalist style.

Low level furniture works particularly well in homes where space is a 

premium, whether that’s room size or ceiling height. Lower furniture gives 

rooms a sense of expansiveness and airiness, especially in attic conversions. 

Several of our furniture collections are designed with a loft-living style. 

So you can mix and match bedroom furniture across collections including 

Stepney, Sandhaven and Pandon for the perfect combination for your home. 

The new Stepney bed is named after an area of Newcastle-upon-Tyne where 

former riverside warehousing has been regenerated and converted into 

apartments and duplex homes. It’s an area that’s close to the cultural heart 

of the city, and popular with young professionals.

Here we’ve paired the Stepney bed with our Pandon bedside tables. But it 

would work equally as well with the Sandhaven bedside tables, and even our 

Gosforth or Wansbeck wall-hung bedside tables. 
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STEPNEY Bed Frame  from  £670
PANDON Bedside Table   £265
Accessories featured are available in our collection



BEST SELLING BEDS

Our popular collection of handmade beds is designed to complement your décor, helping 

you create your perfect sleep sanctuary. Choose from Scandinavian-inspired design, rustic 

farmhouse charm, loft-style, modern and more.

WANSBECK  from £1600

GOSFORTH  from £685

COLERIDGE  from £570

PANDON  from £670

BALTIC  from £860
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BEDROOM STORAGE

A tranquil bedroom is a place to unwind, your sanctuary from the stresses of everyday life.  

Not something that’s easily achieved with clutter! So, you’re going to need plenty of storage. 

Designed to sit alongside any of our beds, with deep drawers and roomy storage spaces, our collection 

of bedside tables, modular storage and chests of drawers are all made-to-order in a choice of colours. 

WHITBURN  Bedside Table    £275

PANDON Modular Storage    from £410

WANSBECK Chest of Drawers    £885GOSFORTH Chest Of Drawers    £675



MATTRESSES

We stock SleepSoul mattresses, a collection of hybrid mattresses that combine memory  

foam, mini springs, and pocket springs to create the perfect mattress for a great night’s sleep. 

Our collection includes the Which? Best Buy mattress, SleepSoul Space.

SLEEPSOUL HARMONY   from £395.99

SLEEPSOUL BLISS   from £449.99SLEEPSOUL SPACE   from £539.99
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TREND HOME HAVEN

Retreat from the wintry weather and make your home feel like your own personal sanctuary. Choose soothing colours, 

like warm neutrals and gentle pinks, that make you feel relaxed and nurtured. Then add sumptuous cushions to sink into, 

soft throws to nestle under, and beautiful accessories to style your room into your home haven.   

ACCESSORIES
FIRST ROW: WHITE RAINBOW CANDLE £6 | CREAM POM POM CUSHION £35 | VINTAGE IRON COAT HOOKS £10 | SUPER SOFT CREAM FAUX FUR CUSHION £28
SECOND ROW: NEUTRAL WOOL THROW £75 | SMALL PINK ART DECO VASE £14 | WOODEN TABLE LAMP AND SHADE £45 | DACHSHUND DOG DOORSTOP £25
THIRD ROW: BRASS TABLE LAMP AND SHADE £50 | PINK CERAMIC MUG WITH GOLD FEATHER £9 | CORAL PINK CUSHION £33  | WHITE WIRE BASKETS FROM £26 
FOURTH ROW: WHITE CUBE CANDLE £10 | TEXTURED BOBBLE CUSHION £40 | DUSKY PINK AND SILVER THROW £43 | EMBROIDERED CUSHION £49



NEW COFFEE TABLES

We’ve added two new coffee tables to our collection – Amble and Heddon. 

The Amble, named after a Northumberland coastal town has a cottage-style charm with its low storage 

shelf, angled legs and large tabletop. 

The Heddon is perhaps our chunkiest rustic design. Inspired by a remote Northumberland village  

near Hadrian’s Wall it’s our most rustic coffee table, complete with central storage area accessed  

by lifting the middle piece of wood. 

AMBLE Coffee Table £235

HEDDON Coffee Table £300
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LIVING ROOM FAVOURITES

Take a look at some of our most popular furniture – our living room best sellers. Like all our 

furniture, our living room furniture is designed for real life. It’s durable, beautiful solid wood 

furniture that’s made for everyday, not ‘just for best’. 

DERWENT from £190

COLERIDGE from £235

THORNLEY from £225 WANSBECK from £245

OUSEBURN from £150



FIREPLACE ESSENTIALS

Add the finishing touch to your fireplace with one of our solid wood mantel beams. 

Available in a choice of 5 colours, sizes and lengths. 

Fire sets and log baskets are essentials for any home with an open fire or wood burner. 

Keep them close at hand, near the hearth, to help you stoke the fire and create a warm 

space to enjoy on cooler evenings. 

GREY WOOL LOG BASKET £75

GREEN FIRE BUCKET £30

BLACK IRON LOG BASKET £58 OAK MANTELS from £30 | CHRISTMAS SHOP OPEN from OCTOBER

CHOICE OF HANDMADE OAK MANTELS from £30
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WOOD SAMPLES & CARE PACKS

All our furniture and shelves are handcrafted and hand-waxed, oiled or painted. Choosing the 

right colour for your home is one of the most important parts of ordering.  You can order samples 

of our finishes on our website.

Our care packs help you keep your Funky Chunky Furniture in top condition, fixing any bumps or 

scrapes that may happen in your home, as well as looking after your beautiful wooden furniture.



Prices correct as of September 2023 

www.funky-chunky-furniture.co.uk

Save £££ on our handcrafted furniture  

in the Outlet section on our website. 

A collection of pieces that are already made and  

ready to be sent to their forever homes. 

Furniture and shelves in the Outlet are from cancelled orders, 

or pieces made specifically for our seasonal photoshoots. 

Be quick, quantities are very limited  

and stock is constantly updating. 

OUTLET

CBP020585
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